Many modern intrusion detection systems are based on data mining and database-centric architecture, where a number of data mining techniques have been found. Among the most popular techniques, association rule mining is one of the important topics in data mining research. This approach determines interesting relationships between large sets of data items. This technique was initially applied to the so-called market basket analysis, which aims at finding regularities in shopping behaviour of customers of supermarkets. In contrast to dataset for market basket analysis, which takes usually hundreds of attributes, network audit databases face tens of attributes. So the typical Apriori algorithm of association rule mining, which needs so many database scans, can be improved, dealing with such characteristics of transaction database. In this paper we propose an impoved Apriori algorithm, very useful in practice, using scan of network audit database only once by transaction cutting and hashing.
Introduction
Almost networks are protected by firewalls. However these firewalls are not always effective against the emerging intrusion attempts. Various methods based on kowledge development and data mining can help to improve Intrusion Detection Systems(IDSs).
Data mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Database(KDD). The purpose of data mining is to abstract interesting knowledge from the large database. From the analysis of abstracted patterns, decision-making process can be done very easily.
Many modern intrusion detection systems are based on data mining and database-centric architecture [4] , where a number of data mining techniques have been found. Data mining-based intrusion detection systems can be classified into misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection attempts to match observed activity to known intrusion patterns. This is typically a classification problem. Anomaly detection attempts to identify behaviour that does not conform to normal behaviour. This approach has a better chance of detecting novel attacks.
During recent years, association rule mining, which is one of the important topics in data mining research, is used for anomaly detection. This approach determines interesting relationships between large sets of data items. This technique was initially applied to the so-called market basket analysis, which aims at finding regularities in shopping behaviour of customers of supermarkets. [5] Here we are interested in any rules that relate the purchases made by customers in a shop, frequently a large store with many thousands of products, for example 'buying bread and sugar is often associated with buying milk'. In a realistic case there can be many hundreds or even many thousands of products(data items). So the size of transaction database for market basket analysis is very large and the typical Apriori algorithm of association rule mining, which needs so many database scans, cannot be used directly with such databases.
The typical Apriori algorithm has performance bottleneck in the massive data processing so that we need to optimize the algorithm with variety of methods. In [3] Apriori algorithm was improved based on the properties of cutting database, introducing an attribute Size_Of_Transaction(SOT). The improved algorithm not only optimized the algorithm of reducing the size of the candidate set Ck of k-itemsets, but also reduced the I/O spending by cutting down transaction records in the database. Although this improved algorithm has been optimized and efficient but it has overhead to manage the new database after every generation of Lk. So there should be some approach which has very less number of scans of database.
In [5] , was proposed an algorithm that reduces the frequent itemsets search space, by eliminating non-frequent 1-itemsets after the first pass, but many scans of database still remain.
Many interesting and efficient association rule mining algorithms have been proposed in the different data mining literatures. [1, 2, 4, 6] In contrast to dataset for market basket analysis, which takes usually hundreds of attributes, network audit databases face tens of attributes. [4] So the typical Apriori algorithm of association rule mining, which needs so many database scans, can be improved, dealing with such characteristics of transaction database.
In this paper we propose an impoved Apriori algorithm, which is very useful in practice, using scan of network audit database only once by transaction cutting and hashing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discribe background of association rule mining problem. In Section 3 we propose a new algorithm for finding frequent itemsets by hashing, dealing with such characteristics of network transaction database that transaction's length is not relatively long or the number of items is relatively small. We mention a practical method for association rule mining, combining both of our improved hashing algorithm and SOT algorithm in [3] , and do comparison studies in Section 4, and we conclude in Section 5.
Association Rule Mining Problem
Association rule mining can be described as a correlation of events which means events those are frequently observed together or in other words an association rule mining algorithm creates rules that describe how often events occur together. The prime task of association rule mining is to discover a set of attributes shared among a large number of objects in a given database.
Two important measures for association rules are support(s) and confidence(c), the former can be defined as an associated measure of statistical significance of an itemset, and the later is an indication of the strength of the rule. A rule is frequent if its support is greater than the user specified support and it is strong if its confidence is greater than the user specified confidence. The following formula could measure the confidence of an association rule.
Here L → R notation represents the left-and right-hand sides of rules, which are both itemsets.
The problem of the association rule mining can be divided into two steps. Firstly, generating all itemsets that have user specific support, i.e. frequent itemsets. Secondly, generating confidence rules from those frequent itemsets, which satisfy the user specific confidence. The former problem is a nontrivial and most crucial factor that affects the performance of the association rule minings. Moreover, this problem affects more adversely if the number of distinct attributes in database is large. For example, if a particular database has m distinct attributes, there can be 2 m of possible distinct large itemsets and the problem is to find out those itemsets that have user specific support. Whereas, the later problem is relatively easy and straightforward.
To resolve the above mentioned problem, Agrawal proposed the Apriori algorithm to find quickly association rules. [4] This algorithm is one of the most popular association rule mining algorithms and shown as follows. 
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In this paper, our goal is to reduce I/O operations and computational cost of supports by hashing and cutting transactions, and we propose an improved algorithm for finding frequent-itemsets upon databases where lengths of transaction recodes are not relatively so long and the items are not relatively so many, which can find supports of frequent-itemsets by only one scan of database applying hashing-method. And we combine both of the hashing algorithm and SOT algorithm to apply more effectively in practice.
Finding all frequent itemsets by hashing
We discuss our algorithm for finding all frequent itemsets in database by hasing, giving an example. The algorithm has the following steps:
Transaction database D and all of its items are shown in Table 1 . Suppose the minimum support count min_sup = 3. Table 2 . After we read T1, the length of T1 is 3, so that we can generate 1-itemsets, 2-itemsets and 3-itemsets as done by Apriori algorithm. We respectively join A, C and G, generate 2-itemsets AC, AG and CG, respectively join them and finally generate 3-itemset ACG. We go on T2, T3, … and so on. After reading transaction record T1, those AC, AG, CG and ACG generated from T1 are respectively saved to new addresses 13, 17, 37 and 137 created by the hash function, with the respective count value 1 (Table 3) .
And, after reading transaction record T2, for each generated sub-itemset, is increased the value of the address corresponding to it by one, or created a new address with initial value 1 if there is no address corresponding to it by the hash function (Table 4) . Table 3 . After reading T1 Table 4 . After reading T2
Similarily, for T2～T10 we obtain Tables 5 ～ 11. Table 6 . After reading T4 Table 7 . After reading T5 Table 8 . After reading T6 Table 9 . After reading T7 Then, we can find frequent itemsets that have support >= min_sup, these are shown in Table 12 . In the result, we have found out all frequent itemsets by only one scan of database.
It is clear that Apriori association rule mining process is an iterative process, and each iteration dataset needs to be read. Reading from disk involves I/O operation and hence it is computationally intensive. To read disk resident data at every pass of the association rule mining algorithm causes resultantly so many disk I/O operations. On the other hand, it is not always feasible to keep the whole dataset within the main memory if dataset is large. As a result, need multiple scans, which incur some additional computational cost and degrade overall mining performance even for small size dataset.
The length of transaction recode, i.e. the number of attributes is different in various applications. Especially, each record corresponding to a transaction such as one person's behaviour in network transaction databases, for example KDD99 Data set, contains tens of items including source IP, destination IP etc., while each record corresponding to a transaction such as one person's purchases in a supermarket contains at least hundreds items.
Besides, in the case of SOT algorithm, the number of items reduces whenever frequent itemsets are generated, and it is possible to apply our hashing algorithm combined with it to network transaction database for anomaly detection.
Combining both of transaction cutting and hashing
SOT algorithm deletes only transactions from database if the value of k matches with the value of SOT, finding frequent itemsets according to k. [3] For the database in Table 1 , the process for finding frequent itemsets by SOT algorithm is shown in Fig 1. AB AC AD AF AG BC BD BE BF BG CD CE CF CG DE DF In the first iteration of SOT algorithm, given a database D, it is converted into the desired database with SOT column. At this time, the first scan of database D (reading 10 transactions) is performed. And then, the second scan of database (reading 10 transactions) is performed to obtain candidate set C1 of 1-itemsets, 7 scans of database (reading 10*7=70 transactions) are performed to calculate supports for each of 1-itemsets (i.e. for each of A, B, …, G), and the family L1 of 1-frequent itemsets is obtained using min_sup.
Next, SOT algorithm deletes those transaction records having SOT = 1 and infrequent 1-itemsets from database D to get database D1, using database scan (reading 10 transactions). And, scan of database D1 (reading 9 transactions) to calculate the value of SOT and 6 scans of database (reading 9*6=54 transactions) to calculate supports for candidate set C2 of 2-itemstes are performed, and the family L2 of 2-frequent itemsets is obtained using min_sup.
Using the same method as above, SOT algorithm deletes those transaction records having SOT = 3 from database D1 to get database D2, using database scan (reading 9 transactions). And, scan of database D2 (reading 4 transactions) to calculate the value of SOT and 2 scans of database (reading 4*2=8 transactions) to calculate supports for candidate set C3 of 3-itemstes are performed, and the family L3 of 3-frequent itemsets is obtained using min_sup.
To sum up all iterations above, SOT algorithm needs 22 scans of database (reading 184 transactions) in total, to find out all frequent itemsets, and 15 scans of them (reading 132 transactions) are needed for calculation of supports.
However, combining both of SOT algorithm and hashing algorithm in Section 3, scans of database for support calculation of candidate itemsets C1, C2 and C3 at 3 iterations in Figure 1 are not needed. Supports can be straight calculated in the scan of database for getting of SOT values. The comparison result of them is shown in Table 13 . 
Conclusion
The method for finding frequent itemsets by hashing, proposed in this paper, performs support calculation by only one scan of database, to make futher use of SOT algorithm's strong points which delete unnecessary items and transactions step by step dealing with SOT.
Morever, this method is good at database where the length of transaction recode is not relatively so long and the number of items is not relatively so small, such as network transaction database.
And, comparing with Apriori algorithm that depends on minimal support, this method is superior to performance.
